This research examines the roll call voting record of state legislators in Arkansas, California, Michigan, and Missouri in order to assess if there are any substantive differences between those legislators who are nearing retirement due to term limits ("last term" legislators) and those legislators who are at an earlier stage of their legislative careers. These are the only four states in the United States that have lifetime term limits in full effect. Binomial logit analysis of key roll call votes suggests that these "last term" legislators stand apart from their other colleagues on certain issues. This characteristic arises from the increased tendency of last-term legislators to defy the party leadership, albeit on a limited number of bills. This "independent streak" of last-term legislators is even more pronounced among Republican legislators, although this effect is not present in the state of California. Therefore, term limits appear to have a modest, but potentially significant effect on the policy preferences of legislators.
The instruction of term limits in certain U.S. state legislatures introduces an entirely new context for these state governments, and raises the possibility that these state legislators will no longer be bound to their constituencies, parties, or potential campaign contributors in the same manner as in previous sessions. As such, term-limited legislators may exhibit different types of voting behavior than their predecessors because they are freer from the constraints that influence a legislator looking toward his next re-election effort. The purpose of this research is to determine if the voting patterns of last-term legislators differs from that of regular legislators. Are they more or less independent from the party leadership? Do they exhibit different policy preferences? Do such differences occur more frequently in one particular party? In essence, we are asking a basic question: Does term limits make a difference in how legislators vote, particularly during their last-term in office?
Theoretical Considerations
Numerous hypotheses about the effects of term limits on state legislatures have emerged during the last decade. As have articulated, these expectations generally fall into three categories: compositional, behavioral, and institutional. 1 The first category centers primarily on whether term limits will attract a different sort of legislator, and therefore affect the demographic, attitudinal, and ideological makeup of future legislatures. 2 The second focuses on possible changes in the legislative activities and career patterns of legislators as a result of term limits. 3 The third area of inquiry centers on the likely institutional effects of term limits, examining the impact of term limits on the power of party leaders, interest groups, and lobbyists, 4 as well as the electoral aspects of term limits. 5 Our research falls into the second area of inquiry, as we determine whether there are any behavioral differences between those legislators who are nearing retirement due to term limits ("last term" legislators) and those legislators who are at an earlier stage of their legislative careers. As such, we are zeroing in on the vastly increasing number of "lame ducks" since the imposition of term limits.
The phenomenon of "last term" legislators has not gone unnoticed by both advocates and critics of term limits. Supporters of term limits have argued that the severing of this electoral link will give legislators the freedom to be a "citizen legislator" or independent statesman, to reflect the broader interests of the state, and to be less constrained by the demands of large campaign contributors (Fiorina 1994; Lott and Bronars 1993; .
Others are less sanguine about the prospects of such "unchecked" legislators. Labeled the "last term problem," this situation is seen, conversely, as one where the lack of electoral punishments and rewards produces the potential for moral hazard. Such legislators may "shirk," if they desire to do so, by voting their personal preferences, the wishes of special interest groups, or a future constituency, rather than reflecting the interests and needs of voters in their district (Ferejohn 1993; Hinich and Munger 1997; Ordeshook 1997; Rothenberg and Sanders 2000) .
Both of these viewpoints assume that there is a last-term phenomenon, although they differ in their normative assessment of this expected result. Should we expect that last-term legislators would be more likely to cast their votes in manner that would be different from other legislators, perhaps by casting a minority vote when a bill is likely to pass or to vote against the preferences of the party leadership? Or is the null hypothesis true, and neither statesman-like behavior nor shirking will emerge?
Previous Research on Term Limits
Earlier works on term limits were, by necessity, theoretical in nature, as term limits did not affect a majority of the legislators in term-limited states (seventeen in all) until the end of the decade. By the 2000 election, however, two states (California and Maine) had completely replaced the membership of their lower houses, and a majority of legislators in Michigan, Arkansas, and Oregon had left office. 6 In Colorado, Florida, Ohio, and Montana, at least one-third of legislators face involuntary retirement. As term limits come into effect in more states, researchers now have the ability to examine individual-level data in order to compare legislators in various stages of their career-in particular, to examine those last-term or "lame duck" legislators who are facing their final legislative session. 7 In most of these states, a substantial proportion of legislators are in this situation; in some instances, state senates have one-half of all senators in their last term of service in that body.
Previous research on the behavioral aspects of last-term legislators has generally focused on the U.S. Congress. Herrick et al. (1994) found that representatives in the U.S. House who have decided not to seek re-election are less likely to be attentive to their constituency or to the day-to-day business of the House, but they are more likely to have a successful and more tightly focused legislative agenda. Reed et al. (1998) conclude that term limits would likely have little consequential effect on spending policy in Congress. Zupan's (1990) time series analysis indicates that retiring members of Congress tend to shirk more during their last terms, but the amount of shirking in this group is not any larger than the nonretirees. However, Carey's research (1996) on U.S. Congress and Latin American legislatures suggests that shirking is more common among those who aspire to a statewide office after the last term.
The adoption of term limits in certain state legislatures now creates an opportunity to examine the last-term phenomenon in the context of the widespread involuntary imposition of retirement. Such analysis becomes possible because of the simple, instrumental fact that there are more such legislators that now fall into this "last term" category. Our assumption is that any distinction that may occur because of the last term is much more likely for a legislator that is facing the permanent end of a state legislative career, rather than a brief hiatus in his or her legislative career. This distinction allows the comparison among two types of legislators: (1) Last-term Legislators-who are in their last term in office; (2) Regular-those legislators who are in their first or second term of office.
Methodology
Our purpose is to examine the substantive nature of particular legislation within each state in order to see if last-term legislators voted in a different manner from regular legislators on marginal or "nonconsensual" bills. Given that a vast majority of proposed legislation passes or fails by a wide margin, or dies in subcommittee, our goal was to identify those bills that evoked a certain amount of controversy or debate with the state legislature, such that the distinctiveness, if any, of last-term legislators would be revealed. These bills were selected if passage in one house was by less than a two-thirds vote margin or if the bills were subsequently vetoed by the governor of the state. By this method, twenty-nine "nonconsensual" bills emerged from among these four states. In order to asses the degree of party voting, a comparison was made between each legislator's vote and that of the party leader in his or her state legislative body across the selected [6] [7] [8] 
Multivariate Analysis
Our purpose is to discriminate between last-term and regular legislators as to their vote and party line vote on these selected bills, while also controlling for any demographic or partisan differences between these two types of legislators (see Appendix for variable description). This binary logit analysis 8 sets regular legislators, as the baseline. The coefficients thus show how last-term legislators differ from regular legislators who are not in their last term of office. This analysis is shown in Tables 2a-2d. The first column of coefficients (Model 1) shows how the roll call votes of last-term legislators differ from the votes of regular legislators. For example, a positive coefficient indicates that last-term legislators were more likely to vote for this particular bill than were regular legislators.
The second column (Model 2) shows the difference between last-term and regular legislators with regard to party loyalty; that is, how likely they were to vote against the preferences of their own party leader. For example, a negative coefficient indicates that last-term legislators were more likely to vote differently from their own party leader in that house than were regular legislators.
These results suggest that last-term legislators differed from regular legislators with regard to voting on certain crucial bills in their respective state legislatures, even after controlling for party membership, campaign contributions, and other demographic characteristics. Only in the state of Michigan are any demographic variables significant, suggesting that lastterm legislators in that state were generally older and more likely to include Democrats in their midst.
The contrast between the voting behavior of these two groups was significant on about one-third of these roll call votes. In Arkansas (Table 2a) , last-term legislators were more likely to support increased taxes on beer to fund child care as well as supporting a bill to increase the tax on rental cars to provide public transit subsidies. Similarly, in California, (Table 2b) lastterm legislators were more likely to vote for legislation that required a contractor to be the "employer" of a temporary worker for the purposes of workmen's compensation and liability. (This bill was subsequently vetoed by the governor of California.) In Michigan, (Table 2c ) last-term legislators were less likely to vote for restrictions in family planning services (primarily prohibiting abortion referrals), but more likely to support legislation creating a fund for economic development. Last-term legislators in Missouri (Table 2d) were less likely to vote for anti-terrorism measures, reduced ambulance and fire district coverage, or to approve the budget for the state's social service agencies. (This last bill was subsequently vetoed by the governor.)
In Model 2, we also distinguished between roll-call votes of the lastterm and regular legislators with regard to their deviation from their party leader in that body of the legislature. In most instances, the pattern duplicated the results of Model 1. If a last-term legislator's vote differed from that of a regular legislator, it appeared to have been affected by his or her increased willingness to vote against the leader of his party, and presumably most of his party cohorts. For example, the preference of the last-term legislators in California (Table 2b ) for the bill requiring that contractors be considered the "de facto" employer of temporary workers was a stance that required many Democrats and Republicans among them to take a stance that opposed the position of their respective party leader. The main exception is the state of Michigan (Table 2c ) where a higher percentage of last-term legislators were Democratic than in other states, but their distinctiveness in voting apparently did not arise from the extent of their party loyalty. The same pattern is true of the last-term legislators in Arkansas who were more likely, as a group, to support a beer tax, and those in Missouri who did not support a revision of the fire and ambulance districts.
Model 2 also reveals instances where the actual roll call votes of lastterm legislators were not significantly different from regular legislators but this group was nonetheless more willing to deviate from the party line in casting their votes. For example, in Arkansas, last-term legislators were less likely to follow their party's lead in the proposed tax on cigarettes. Similarly, in California, last-term legislators were less likely to vote with their party leader on the appeal of timber harvest plans.
Non-Party Votes and Partisanship
We also examined whether there was a particular partisan leaning to the non-party votes among last-term legislators. That is, when the votes of these last-term legislators deviated from the party leadership, did they do so in a liberal or conservative direction? Did Democratic or Republican last-term legislators show an equal tendency to vote independently of their respective parties? We are thus testing an interactive hypothesis about the effect of last term status by examining whether it is more prevalent under certain conditions related to partisanship.
In general, only for the states of Arkansas and Missouri can we conclude that there was a partisan component to the greater tendency of lastterm legislators to vote differently from their party leadership. In Arkansas, Republican last-term legislators had a mean party line vote score of 3.71 (out of a top score of six, indicating 100% party allegiance) compared to the 5.01 mean score for last-term Democrats. For regular legislators, the mean scores were 4.56 and 5.22, respectively. A similar pattern emerged in Missouri but not in Michigan and California.
However, when we examine the roll call votes on specific pieces of legislation, this Republican "independent streak" becomes more commonplace. Of the 29 roll call votes examined in these four legislatures, eleven of them revealed significant differences between the party line behavior of Democratic and Republican last-term legislators. In all these votes, Republican last-term legislators were much more likely to deviate from their party than were all other legislators, including last-term Democrats. Figure 1 shows one such example from the State of Missouri (where six out of the seven roll call votes showed significant differences between Republican last-term legislators and all other types of legislators). This particular Republican-sponsored bill strengthened the penalties for "terrorist" activities. These results show that a higher percentage of last-term Republican legislators deviated from their party leader in voting against this bill than did regular Republican legislators. Both types of Democratic legislators tended to back their party leader.
This pattern is repeated across ten other pieces of legislation. 9 On these bills, Republican last-term legislators were more likely to oppose their party leader by voting for a Democratic-sponsored bill or voting against a Republican-sponsored bill. However, nine of these eleven pieces of legislation were in the states of Missouri and Arkansas, while two occurred in Michigan, and none in California. Certainly the amount of Republican Party divisiveness in these states could have arisen because of their "border South" status or simply have been the result of particular conflictual legislative sessions, given that each party controlled one house each. As such, we must be cautious about drawing any general conclusions. However, it is notable that such party friction appears to have manifested itself more clearly in the behavior of last-term legislators of a certain party.
It could be argued that those legislators who were elected prior to the imposition of term limits might vote differently than those who have always faced with the constraints of term limits. A separate analysis, not presented in this research, distinguished between these two types of term-limited legislators in the state of Missouri. (The other three states no longer contain such "old time" legislators.) We found no differences in voting behavior or party voting between these two types of term-limited legislators, but both types were distinct from regular legislators. As such, both types of term-limited legislators appear to exhibit some unique behavioral patterns due to the "lame duck" nature of their last session in the legislature.
Summary and Conclusions
This research centers on only four states and examines a subset of the many hundreds of bills introduced in each session. This "snapshot" of legislative roll-call votes does ignore other crucial aspects of legislative behavior such as the drafting, amending, and debating roles. Nonetheless, the policy and partisan distinctiveness of last-term legislators on certain roll call votes is important. Last-term legislators appeared more likely to vote independently from party leadership on certain key bills, and such behavior was slightly more prevalent among Republicans.
This tendency may represent an interactive effect of both involuntary retirement under term limits and a long legislative career. That is, certain of these high-profile votes may have offered them a chance at a final "swan song," even if they were voting against their own party. Perhaps, these individuals are living up the "independent statesman" expectations of term limits advocates, or Carey et al.'s (2000) hypothesized "Burkean shift."
The implications of these findings for the future of party cohesiveness within state legislatures are striking. In the past, the number of last-term legislators in any one particular legislative session was relatively small. Now that this group will be a sizable one, it is quite possible that party leaders will have to contend with a group of more independent-minded legislators, and will have more difficulty getting certain bills passed despite a seemingly solid party bloc. "Counting noses" may simply not work anymore. 
NOTES
assumes that the logarithm of the odds of being in one category relative to another is a linear function of some set of discriminating variables X 1i ,…,X Kj. See Nownes (1992) . 9 The other ten bills where significant differences occurred were: Missouri-Republican last-term legislators were more likely to cast a non-party vote by voting against 1) Appropriations for the Department of Social Services (H1111); 2) Revision of Laws Relating to Ambulance and Fire Protection Districts (SB1107); 3) Appropriations for State Elected Officials, Judiciary and the General Assembly (H1112) and voting for 4) Revision of the public retirement system (H1455) and 5) Raising the motor fuel tax and sales tax for transportation (SB915). Arkansas-Republican last-term legislators were more likely to cast a non-party vote by voting for 1) Tax on beer with funds to be used for subsidized childcare (SB576); 2) Tax on rental vehicles with funds to be used for public transit (SB581); 3) Requirement of elementary education in visual arts or music. Michigan-Republican last-term legislators were more likely to cast a non-party vote by voting against 1) Protection of confidentiality of insurance audits and by voting for 2) Creation of fund for economic development.
